
  

Status of the (ongoing) developments of cloud physics 
in MetCoOp 2022, overview  Karl-Ivar Ivarsson ASW-ACCORD April 2022 

OUTLINE:

1: Experiments with near-real-time aerosols, setup developed by Daniel Martin, here tested on 
 MetCoOp domain.  (Oskar Landgren, see separate presentation) 

2: Work with ICE-T microphysics (Bjørg Jenny Engdahl, see separate presentation)

3: Other developments:
     - Testing hydrometeors on boundary files
     - Tuning experiments with the LMODICEDEP option



  

Test without 
hydrometeors 
on boundaries
Low,middle,
high clouds.
precipitation

forecast Satellite picture

Problematic 
case due to 
missing 
precipitation 
over 
Kattegatt 
and eastern 
Denmark



  

Test with 
hydrometeors 
on boundaries
Low,middle,
high clouds.
precipitation

forecast Satellite picture

Better near 
the borders in 
the north, but 
no 
improvement 
over 
Kattegatt



  

Tuning experiments with the LMODICEDEP

What is LMODICEDEP ?

LMODICEDEP is an extension of the OCND2 option with new (modified) derivation of the 
deposition and evaporation of cloud ice water and some other updates. That means for 
instance to use the prescribed size distribution of cloud ice water instead of the mean 
size. (The first attempt with this was presented at ASM in 2017)

The goals are primary: 

1:Make the microphysics fully consistent with new radiation updates using effective radius 
based on size distribution of water species. (don’t use calculations based on mean values 
of water species)

2: reduce under-forecasting of low clouds in low temperatures.

3: reduce over-forecasting of precipitation over mountains.

4: do 1-3 without deteriorating other features of the forecasts.   



  

The most important differences between LMODICDEP T/F in this test:

FALSE: (PRESENT OCND2)
TRUE:  LMODICEDEP

Original formulation for ice deposition 
(OCND2=F), this term gives too fast 
deposition/evaporation, especially just 
below freezing, removed with 
LMODICEDEP

Conversion ice → snow 
based on size 
distribution

Conversion ice → snow based on 
mean size.

Size distribution for snow: C = 8E6, x=-1 
(set by RFRMIN(16:17) )

Size distribution for snow: C = 5, x=1 

Reduction of deposition/evaporation speed 
for snow and graupel: Factor 0.75 and 1 
respectively (set by RFRMIN(39:40) 

Reduction of deposition/evaporation 
speed for snow and graupel: Factor 
0.15 and 0.25 respectively 



  

The different size distributions for snow in this test (and 
comparison with rain, with the same C and x) :



  

Verification 
result REF  VS 
LMODICEDEP
:  MSLP

Somewhat 
increased 
positive bias 
in late 
autumn and 
in winter



  

Temperature 
at pressure 
levels

The increased 
positive bias 
probably due 
to somewhat 
colder 
troposphere. 



  

Average cloud ice and cloud 
water for different model levels 
and fraction of ice for different 
temperatures
(January 2021) 
LMODICEDEP, REF

The cooling of 
troposphere likely 
due to less cloud 
ice near 
tropopause, leads 
to more radiative 
cooling at lower 
levels.

cloud 
ice

cloud 
water

fraction of ice 



  

10m wind 
speed

Basically the 
same result



  

2m 
temperature

Marginally warmer and 
lower absolute error in 
winter (stat sign.) Also
Td2m, Rh2m shows a 
minor but stat sign 
improvement in winter. 
(not shown) In other 
seasons fairly the 
same result for all 
those parameters, but 
notice a minor cooling 
in spring



  

Total cloud 
cover

A little better in 
winter, stat sign for 
shorter lead times, 
no sign 
differences other 
seasons. 



  

Low clouds

A little better in 
winter, (but some 
positive bias) a 
little worse in 
spring, mostly 
stat. sign. 
Summer and 
autumn no big 
differences 



  

 Cloud base 
(ETS, 
higher is 
better)

A little better in 
autumn and 
winter, other 
seasons mixed 
result 



  

12h 
precipitation 
(ETS)

Marginally 
better for low 
precipitation 
thresholds, but 
a little worse in 
winter for high 
ones (the latter 
not seen in Jan 
22)



  

12h 
precipitation 
bias (lower 
lines) for 
MetCoOp 
mountains

Reduced 
positive bias in 
winter and 
spring, but still 
present and no 
improvement in  
summer/autumn



  

Low,middle,
high clouds.
precipitation

No LMODICEDEP Satellite picture

Same case as 
slide 2 and 3. 
Could reduced 
precipitation 
over mountains 
in the north give 
more moisture 
for precipitation 
over Kattegatt?



  

Low,middle,
high clouds.
precipitation

With LMODICEDEP Satellite picture

Answer: 
Apparently 
not, but a 
little more 
clouds.



  

Better low 
clouds in cold 
weather 
situations? 
Low,middle,
high clouds.
precipitation

No LMODICEDEP Satellite picture



  

Answer: Yes, 
but not good 
enough, still 
missing some 
low clouds over 
central Finland. 
Low,middle,
high clouds.
precipitation

With LMODICEDEP Satellite picture



  

Two other tests, both with LMODICEDEP: Tuning with  ZREDGR in rain_ice.F90 set by 
RFRMIN(39) and  ZREDSN by XFRMIN(40)  To the left: Precipitation bias MetCoOp Mountains 
in winter Green: RFRMIN(39:40) = (0.25:0.15) Gives better low clouds in cold weather, but too 
much precipitation over mountains. Purple:RFRMIN(39:40) = (1:1) , the opposite. 

RFRMIN(39:40) = (0.25:0.15) RFRMIN(39:40) = (1:1)



  

Summary and remarks

● Some improvement of low clouds in cold winter-weather and a decreased over- 
prediction of precipitation in winter over mountains with tuned LMODICEDEP.

● But also a little worse MSLP in winter due to less cloud ice near tropopause and a 
little worse low clouds in spring.

● Decreasing ZREDGR and ZREDSN (reducing deposition/evaporation activity) 
gives better low cloud in cold weather situations but too much precipitation bias 
over mountains.

● The best tuning of size distribution for snow (and other water species) is still 
uncertain.



  

Extra 
verification 
result:  
humidity at 
pressure 
levels
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